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STATEMENT ANSWER

Children born with an incoming Level of Intention of less than 

1000 are the group that is called Homo-Sapiens
yes 1,000

Children born with an incoming Level of Intention of greater 

than 1000 are what is called Homo-Spiritus
yes 5,000

These children meet the definition by Dr Hawkins as having 

sufficiently enhanced nervous and meridian systems to be able 

to cope physically with higher Levels of Consciousness

yes 5,000

Prior to 1941 there were only occasional Homo-Spiritus children 

such as Leonardo da Vinci, Mozart, Thomas Jefferson, Isaac 

Newton, Lincoln, Frank Lloyd Wright and the Dalai Lama

yes 5,000

Beginning in 1943 there was an influx of children born with an 

incoming level of Intention of 1001 or higher
yes 3,000

This first wave of Homo-Spiritus children had somewhat 

enhanced systems capable, under limited circumstances of going 

over 1001

yes 3,000

These children were sent to be the parents and teachers of the 

incoming Homo-Spiritus children
yes 3,000

With somewhat enhanced systems, the women of this group 

were capable of tolerating the higher energy babies in-vitro
yes 3,000

They were also sent prepare the way for children of higher and 

higher Levels of Intention
yes 3,600

The first children of the second wave were born in 1946 yes 5,000

These were the pre-Indigo children yes 5,000

They were higher in intelligence yes 5,000
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The predominant aura color of all children, born at incoming 

Levels of Intention between 1001 and 5000, was blue
yes 5,000

The third wave of Homo-spiritus children began about 1954 yes 10,000

They had higher intelligence levels and expanded psychic 

abilities
yes 10,000

The predominant aura color was indigo yes 10,000

These are known as the Indigo children yes 10,000

The fourth wave of Homo-Spiritus children began in 1966 yes 15,000

They have higher yet intelligence and stronger psychic abilities yes 15,000

Their auras are white with spots of color throughout yes 15,000

They are called the Crystal children yes 15,000

The fifth wave of children that can be called Homo-Spiritus 

began in 1992
yes 20,000

These children have even stronger psychic abilities yes 20,000

They are known as the Rainbow children yes 20,000

The last wave of children that can be called Homo-Spiritus 

began in 1999
yes 25,000

Their auras are emerald in color yes 25,000

To some they are known as the Emerald children yes 25,000

At this time (1/1/07) over 160 Emerald children have been born 

on different continents 
yes 50,000

Doreen Virtue has called these the Rainbow children yes 50,000

Since that name is used by earlier existing groups, for the sake 

of these papers, I will call them the Emerald children in keeping 

with the names of the other Homo-spiritus groups

yes 50,000
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A Process of Awakening starts for Homo-Sapiens individuals 

when their Level of Consciousness is over 79% of their incoming 

Intention

yes 1,000

Process of Awakening starts at 81 to 89% of incoming Intention 

for Homo-Spiritus depending on their incomming Level of 

Intention

yes 50,000

The higher the level of Consciousness as a % of incoming 

Intention, the faster the clearing phase of Awakening 
yes 50,000

Final clearing/reorganization/integration for Homo-Spiritus is 

based on their incoming/base Level of Intention
yes 50,000

Final phase of Integration can take 3 to 10 years yes 50,000

For most Homo-Sapiens at this point, the process completes at a 

Level of Consciousness of 901 or higher
yes 50,000

The actual process of awakening remains the same for both yes 50,000

* This is the level of truth according to Dr Hawkin's Map of 

Consciousness.  At the same time it seems to also represent 

the limit of the overall Level of Intention for the groups 

being discussed.
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